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Abstract
For a Hausdorff space X, let F be the hyperspace of all closed subsets of X and H a sublattice of F.
Following Nogura and Shakhmatov, X is said to be H-trivial if the upper Kuratowski topology and
the co-compact topology coincide on H. F-trivial spaces are the consonant spaces first introduced
and studied by Dolecki, Greco and Lechicki. In this paper, we deal with K-trivial spaces and Fin-
trivial space, where K and Fin are respectively the lattices of compact and of finite subsets of X.
It is proved that if Ck(X) is a Baire space or more generally if X has ‘the moving off property’ of
Gruenhage and Ma, then X is K-trivial. If X is countable, then Cp(X) is Baire if and only if X is
Fin-trivial and all compact subsets of X are finite. As for consonant spaces, it turns out that every
regular K-trivial space is a Prohorov space. This result remains true for any regular Fin-trivial space
in which all compact subsets are scattered. It follows that every regular first countable space without
isolated points, all compact subsets of which are countable, is Fin-nontrivial. Examples of K-trivial
non-consonant spaces, of Fin-trivial K-nontrivial spaces and of countably compact Prohorov Fin-
nontrivial spaces, are given. In particular, we show that all (generalized) Fréchet–Urysohn fans are
K-trivial, answering a question by Nogura and Shakhmatov. Finally, we describe an example of a
continuous open compact-covering mapping f :X→ Y , where X is Prohorov and Y is not Prohorov,
answering a long-standing question by Topsøe.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Throughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be at least Hausdorff. A non-negative
Borel measure µ on a space X is said to be τ -additive (or τ -smooth) if µ(∪U) =
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sup{µ(U): U ∈ U} for every upwards directed collection U of open subsets of X. We
denote by Pτ (X) the space of non-negative τ -additive probability measures onX, endowed
with the weak topology. That is, for a net (µα)⊂ Pτ (X), µα → µ ∈ Pτ (X) if and only if
lim infµα(U)  µ(U) for every open set U ⊂ X. The subspace of Pτ (X) of all Radon
(or tight) probability measures on X will be denoted by Pt (X). Recall that µ is Radon
if µ is inner regular with respect to compact subsets of X. The space X is said to be a
Prohorov space if X is regular and every (relatively) compact set A⊂ Pt (X) is uniformly
tight, that is, for every 0 < ε < 1 there exists a compact set K ⊂X such that µ(K) ε for
all µ ∈A.
The first result concerning Prohorov spaces was that if X is Polish (complete separable
metric), then X is Prohorov [18]. The most popular spaces which are actually known to be
Prohorov are ˇCech-complete spaces (hence locally compact spaces and complete metric
spaces) and hemicompact k-spaces (see [15,23–26]). Another class of Prohorov space is
given by a deep result of Haydon [9, Theorem 2.4], stating that if X is a completely regular
space in which every countable discrete subset is C∗-embedded and every compact subset
is finite, then X is a Prohorov space. Various examples of non Prohorov spaces are known
and can be found in the survey papers by Topsøe [25] and Wheeler [26]. We only mention
two deep results, established respectively by Preiss [17] and Koumoullis [11], that the
space of rationals and the Sorgenfrey line are not Prohorov.
Let F(X) be the lattice of all closed subspaces of X and denote by K(X), respectively
Fin(X), the set of all compact subsets of X and the set of all finite subsets of X.
The co-compact topology Tco on F(X) is generated by the family {OK : K ∈ K(X)} as
subbase, where OK = {F ∈ F(X): F ∩ K = ∅}. The upper Kuratowski topology TuK
is the topology on F(X) associated with the upper-Kuratowski convergence. Recall that
a net (Fγ )γ∈Γ ⊂ F(X) converges to F ∈ F(X), with respect to the upper Kuratowski
convergence, if
⋂{⋃{Fγ : γ  α}: α ∈ Γ } ⊂ F . Following Nogura and Shakhmatov [16],
if H(X) is a sublattice of F(X), the space X is called H-trivial if TuK |H(X) = Tco|H(X).
The spaces that are F-trivial are precisely the consonant spaces, called uK-trivial in [16],
first introduced and studied by Dolecki et al. [5]. The study of K-trivial and Fin-trivial
spaces is initiated in [16, Section 10]. It is proved in [5,16], among other things, that
ˇCech-complete spaces and hemicompact k-spaces are consonant. The connection between
consonance and Prohorov property is established in [1], where it is shown that consonant
spaces are Prohorov. In the present paper we extend this last result to every K-trivial
space, and to every Fin-trivial space all compact subsets of which are scattered. The
theorem by Haydon mentioned above is expressed in the framework of this paper in a
slightly more general form as follows. If all compact subsets of X are countable and every
countable subset of X is contained in some hemicompact subspace of X, then, for X to
be Prohorov, it suffices that for every x ∈ X and every countable discrete subspace D
of X, the subspace D ∪ {x} of X is Fin-trivial. We also show that if Ck(X) is a Baire
space, in particular if Cp(X) is Baire, then X is K-trivial (see Proposition 2.8 for a more
general statement). The converse holds if X is countable and all compact subsets of X are
finite.
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The usual space of rationals and the Sorgenfrey line are not Fin-trivial (see Corollary 3.8
for a more general statement). Fréchet–Urysohn fans (the definition is given below) are K-
trivial. This shows that not all K-trivial spaces are consonant and answers a question raised
by Nogura and Shakhmatov in [16]. Other examples are given showing that the class of
Prohorov spaces contains strictly the class of K-trivial spaces and that not all Fin-trivial
spaces are K-trivial. Finally, answering an old question by Topsøe, we describe an open
compact-covering mapping f :X→ Y , where X is Prohorov and Y is not Prohorov.
2. Moving off collections and F-trivial spaces
For a topological space X, let T (X) (or simply, T ) be the collection of all open subsets
of X. The basic tools for our consideration are the following two concepts. Following [8],
a collection C of non-empty compact subsets of X is called a moving off collection if, for
any compact K ⊂X, there is L ∈ C with K ∩L= ∅. Following [5], a non-empty familyH
of open sets of X is called compact if H is stable with respect to supersets (in T (X)) and
if, for every collection U ⊂ T such that ∪U ∈H, there exits a finite collection V ⊂ U such
that ∪V ∈H. Moving off collections are introduced in [8] (see also [14]) in order to study
Bairness of Ck(X), and compact families are used in [5] to give an alternative description
of consonant spaces.
In the sequel we rely exclusively on the characterizations of K-trivial spaces and of
Fin-trivial spaces given in Proposition 2.1 below. The proof of Proposition 2.1 is based
on the fact established by Nogura and Shakhmatov (see [16, Definition 10.2 and Theorem
10.4]) that X is H-trivial if, and only if, for every compact family H of X and every
F ∈ H(X), with X \ F ∈H, there exists K ∈ K(X) such that F ∈ OK and {X \G: G ∈
H(X)∩OK } ⊂H.
Throughout this paper, H(X) will be always K(X) or Fin(X).
Proposition 2.1. The space X is H-trivial if, and only if, for every moving off collection
C ⊂ H(X) and for every compact family H, there is K ∈ C such that X \K ∈H.
Proof. Suppose that X is H-trivial. Let H be a compact family of open sets of X and
C ⊂ H(X) a moving off collection of X. Let K ∈ K(X) be such that U ∈ H for every
U ∈ T with X \ U ∈ H(X) and K ∩ U = ∅. Choose L ∈ C with K ∩ L = ∅; then
X \L ∈H.
To show that the condition is sufficient, let H be a compact family of open sets
of X and U ∈ H with X \ U ∈ H(X). Since X is Hausdorff and X \ U is compact,
we have U = ⋃{V ∈ T : V ⊂ U}; since H is a compact family, there is an open set
V ⊂ X such that V ∈ H and V ⊂ U . Put H1 = {O ∈ T : O ∩ V ∈ H}. Then H1 is
a compact family. Suppose that for every compact set K ⊂ X there is UK ∈ T , with
X \ UK ∈ H(X), K ⊂ UK and UK /∈H1. Then, the subfamily C = {X \ UK : K ∈ K(X)}
of H(X) is a moving off collection; hence there is K ∈ K(X) such that UK ∈H1, which
is contradiction. Hence, for some K1 ∈ K(X), we have O ∈ H1 for every O ∈ T such
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that K1 ⊂ O and X \O ∈ H(X). Put K = K1 ∩ V . Let O ∈ T be such that K ⊂ O and
X \O ∈H(X). Then K1 ⊂O ∪ (X \ V ) and (X \O)∩ V ∈H(X), hence O ∩ V ∈H and
then O ∈H. ✷
Since ˇCech-complete spaces and hemicompact k-spaces are consonant and, obviously,
consonant spaces are K-trivial, the following gives us the first examples of K-trivial spaces.
Proposition 2.2. All ˇCech-complete spaces and all hemicompact k-spaces are K-trivial.
Recall that a collection (Ui)i∈I of open subsets of X is said to be an open discrete
expansion of (Ci)i∈I ⊂ X if (Ui)i∈I is discrete and Ci ⊂ Ui for all i ∈ I . Following
Gruenhage and Ma [8], the space X has the moving off property (in short, MOP), if every
moving off collection of X contains an infinite subcollection which has a discrete open
expansion. It is proved in [8] that if Ck(X) is Baire then X has the MOP, and if X has the
MOP then every closed pseudocompact subspace of X is compact. Here, Ck(X) stands for
the space of all real-continuous functions on X with the compact open topology. Let us say
that X has the weak moving off property (WMOP) with respect to H(X), if any moving off
collection C ⊂ H(X) of X contains an infinite locally finite subcollection. To see that the
WMOP is really weaker than the MOP, consider any pseudocompact non-compact space,
in which all countable subsets are closed; Shakhmatov [20] gives an example with these
properties. Such a space X does not have the MOP and must have the WMOP with respect
to K(X) (see Proposition 2.6 below).
Our interest here in spaces with the WMOP comes from the following fact.
Proposition 2.3. If X has the WMOP with respect to H(X), then X is H-trivial.
Proof. The proof is based on Proposition 2.1. Let C ⊂H(X) be a moving off family. Since
X has the WMOP, there is an infinite locally finite sequence (Cn)n∈N ⊂ C . For each x ∈X,
let Vx ⊂ X be an open set containing x such that {n ∈ N: Vx ∩ Cn = ∅} is finite. Now,
for any compact family H, let x1, . . . , xn ∈X be such that ⋃ni=1 Vxi ∈H, and k ∈ N such
that Ck ∪ (⋃ni=1 Vxi ) = ∅. Then X \ Ck ∈ H. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that X is
H-trivial. ✷
The first application of Proposition 2.3 we shall give is to prove that all Fréchet–Urysohn
fans are K-trivial. This class is defined as follows. Let N be the set of all positive integers,
A an infinite set and put SA = (A×N)∪{∗}, where ∗ /∈A×N. Topologize SA by declaring
all points in A×N isolated and the family {Uf : f ∈NA} as a basis neighbourhoods of ∗,
where Uf = {(a,n): n  f (a)} ∪ {∗}. The space SA defined in this way is called the
Fréchet–Urysohn fan of size |A|. It is proved in [16] that SA is consonant if and only if A
is countable. We are going to show that SA is always K-trivial, thus not all K-trivial spaces
are consonant. The question if SA is K-trivial is left open in [16] (see the comment after
[16, Theorem 10.4]).
Proposition 2.4. For any set A, the space SA has the MOP. In particular, SA is K-trivial.
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Proof. Let C ⊂ K(SA) be a moving off collection. Let (Fn)n∈N be a sequence of disjoint
finite subsets of A and (kn)n∈N a subsequence of the integers such that, for every n ∈ N,
there is Kn ∈ C with Kn ⊂ Fn × {1, . . . , kn}. To construct (Fn)n∈N and (kn)n∈N one can
proceed inductively as follows. To begin, choose a1 ∈A and K1 ∈ C such that K1 ∩L= ∅,
where L denotes the compact set {∗} ∪ ({a1} × N); then choose k1 ∈ N and a finite set
F1 ⊂ A so that K1 ⊂ F1 × {1, . . . , k1}. At the nth stage, choose Kn+1 ∈ C such that
Kn+1 ∩ (L ∪ (⋃ni=1 Fi × {1, . . .kn}))= ∅, and let kn+1 > kn and Fn+1 ⊂ A finite so that
Kn+1 ⊂ Fn+1 × {1, . . . , kn+1}.
The sequence (Kn)n∈N has an open discrete expansion. Indeed, (Kn)n∈N is a sequence
of disjoint open subsets of SA and it is ‘discrete’ at ∗. To see this last fact, define f :A→N
as follows: f (Fn)⊂ {kn+1} and f (A\⋃n∈N Fn)⊂ {1}. Then Uf is a neighbourhood of ∗
disjoint from all Kn. ✷
In their study of Baire category in Cp(X), Lutzer and McCoy showed in [12] that if
Cp(X) is a Baire space then X has the following property: (∗) for every sequence (Fn)n∈N
of finite disjoint subsets of X, there is an infinite set I ⊂N such that the subspace⋃n∈I Fn
of X is closed and discrete. Every space X with the property (∗) is K-trivial. Indeed, it
is easy to check that X has the property (∗) if and only if Fin(X)= K(X) and X has the
WMOP. In fact, the Lutzer–McCoy property (∗) can be characterized in terms of Baireness
of a ‘natural’ subspace of the Tychonoff product RX (where R denotes the real line),
and Baireness of this space when equipped with the compact-open topology suffices to
conclude that X is K-trivial.
Let Λ(X) be the set of all locally bounded (not necessarily continuous) real functions
on X. That is, f ∈Λ(X) if and only if for each x ∈X there is a neighbourhood V of x in
X such that the set f (V ) is bounded in R. The function space Λ(X), equipped with the
pointwise convergence topology (respectively, the compact-open topology), is denoted by
Λp(X) (respectively, Λk(X)). The compact open-topology on Λ(X) or, more generally,
on RX , is the topology generated by the sets of the form [K,I ] = {f ∈ RX: f (K) ⊂ I },
where K ⊂X is compact and I is a bounded open interval of R [13].
Clearly,C(X)⊂Λ(X) and ifX is a Tychonoff space, as we will assume wheneverC(X)
is considered, then Cp(X) is dense in Λp(X). It is also true that Ck(X) is a dense subspace
of Λk(X), see [13, Lemma 5.2]. Consequently, if Cp(X) (respectively, Ck(X)) is a Baire
space, then so is Λp(X) (respectively, Λk(X)). The converse is not true. Indeed, the space
Λp(X), where X is the pseudocompact space by Shakhmatov [20] cited above, is Baire by
Proposition 2.6, and Ck(X) is not a Baire space by the results of Gruenhage and Ma [8]
cited above.
The following simple fact, the proof of which is omitted, will be used in the proof of
Proposition 2.6.
Lemma 2.5. Let F be a closed subspace of X and f ∈RX . If f|F ∈Λ(F) and f (X \ F)
is a bounded subset of R, then f ∈Λ(X).
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Proposition 2.6.
(a) Λ(X) meets every non-emptyGδ subset of RX if, and only if, every countable subset
of X is closed.
(b) Λp(X) is Baire if and only if X has the Lutzer–McCoy property (∗).
(c) If Λk(X) is Baire then X has the WMOP with respect to K(X).
Proof. (a) Suppose that C = {xn: n ∈ N} is a non-closed subset of X and let x ∈ C \ C.
Then the set O =⋂n∈N{f ∈RX: f (xn) > n} is a non-empty Gδ subset of RX , and there
is no f ∈O which is locally bounded at the point x .
Conversely, let (Fn)n∈N be a sequence of finite subsets of X, (fn)n∈N ⊂ RX and
εn > 0, n ∈ N, so that ⋂n∈N[fn,Fn, εn] = ∅. Here, [f,F, ε] denotes the set of all
g ∈ RX such that |f (x) − g(x)| < ε for all x ∈ F . Let f ∈ ⋂n∈N[fn,Fn, εn] be such
that f (X \⋃n∈NFn)⊂ {0}. Since F =
⋃
n∈N Fn is a discrete subspace of X, f|F ∈Λ(F).
Since F is a closed subspace of X, Lemma 2.5 concludes the proof.
(b) Suppose that Λp(X) is a Baire space and let (Fn)n∈N ⊂ X be a pairwise disjoint
sequence of finite sets. For each n ∈N, the set On for all f ∈Λ(X) for which f (Fk) > n
for some k  n, is open and dense in Λp(X). Let f ∈ ⋂n∈NOn. Then, there is a
subsequence (kn)n∈N of the integers such that f (Fkn) > n for all n ∈ N. It is easily seen
that
⋃
n∈NFkn is a closed discrete subspace of X.
To establish the converse we follow very closely the proof of Theorem 5.3.8 from [14].
Let (Ωn)n∈N be decreasing sequence of dense open subsets of RX (with the product
topology) and let us show that Λ(X) ∩ (⋂n∈NΩn) = ∅, this will imply that the
homogeneous space Λp(X) is a Baire space. The density of all Ωn (n ∈ N) allows us
to construct an increasing sequence (Fn)n∈N of finite subsets of X, a sequence (mn)n∈N of
positive integers and a sequence (εn)n∈N of positive reals, such that for every n ∈N:
(1) for each f ∈ [−mn,mn]X, there is g ∈ [−mn+1,mn+1]X such that g ∈ [f,Fn, εn],
g(X \ Fn+1)⊂ {0} and [g,Fn+1,3εn+1] ⊂Ωn+1;
(2) ε1  12 and εn+1  12εn.
To begin, choose [f1,F1,3ε1] ⊂Ω1, with F1 ⊂X finite, f1(X \F1)⊂ {0} and let m1 ∈N
be such that |f1(F1)|  m1. For the inductive step, assume that for all i  n, Fi , εi and
mi have been defined satisfying (1) and (2). Since [−mn,mn]X is compact, there are
h1, . . . , hk ∈ [−mn,mn]X such that [−mn,mn]X ⊂⋃ki=1[hi,Fn, 12εn]. For every i  k, let
h′i ∈ [hi,Fn, 12εn]∩Ωn+1, and choose a finite set Fn+1 ⊂X containing Fn and an εn+1 > 0
such that [h′i , Fn+1,3εn+1] ⊂Ωn+1 for all i  k. Clearly, we can assume that εn+1  12εn
and h′i (X \Fn+1)⊂ {0} for all i  k. Finally, take an integer mn+1 greater than all |h′i (x)|,
x ∈ Fn+1, i  k. Conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied by Fn+1, εn+1 and mn+1.
By the Lutzer–McCoy property, there is an infinite set I ⊂ N for which the set F0 =⋃
n∈I Fn+1 \ Fn is a closed discrete subspace of X. Let F = F0 ∪ F1 and note that
F is also a closed discrete subspace of X. Define a sequence (gn)n∈N by induction as
follows. Let g1 = f1 and suppose that g1, . . . , gn are defined. If n /∈ I let gn+1 = gn. If
n ∈ I , choose by (1) a function gn+1 ∈ [−mn+1,mn+1]X such that gn+1(X \ Fn+1)⊂ {0},
[gn+1,Fn+1,3εn+1] ⊂Ωn+1 and |gn(x)− gn+1(x)|< εn for all x ∈ Fn. For every x ∈X,
(gn(x))n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in R; this is because gn(x)= 0 for all x ∈X \⋃n∈NFn
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and |gn+1(x) − gn(x)| < 1/2n for all n > k + 1 if x ∈ Fk . Thus (gn)n∈N converges
pointwise to an g ∈RX . To conclude the proof, we show that g ∈Λ(X) and g ∈⋂n∈I Ωn.
First, note that g is bounded on X \ F . Indeed, if x /∈⋃n∈NFn, then g(x) = 0, and if
x ∈ Fk+1 \ Fk with k /∈ I , then gk+1(x) = gk(x) = 0 and for every n > k + 1 we have
|gn(x)| ∑n−1i=k+1 |gi+1(x)− gi(x)| 
∑n−1
i=k+1 1/2i . Thus |g(x)|  2 for all x ∈ X \ F .
Since F is discrete, g|F ∈ Λ(F), and since F is a closed subset of X it follows from
Lemma 2.5 that g ∈ Λ(X). Finally, let n0 ∈ I , x ∈ Fn0 and ε > 0. Fix m > n0 + 2 such
that |g(x)− gm(x)| ε. Then, by (2), |g(x)− gn0(x)| |g(x)− gm(x)|+
∑m−1
i=n0 |gi(x)−
gi+1(x)| ε+ 2εn0 . Therefore g ∈ [gn0 ,Fn0 ,3εn0] ⊂Ωn0 .
(c) Let C ⊂ K(X) be a moving off family of X and let Un be the set of all f ∈ Λ(X)
for which there is K ∈ C such that f (K) > n. An easy application of Lemma 2.5 shows
that the open set Un is dense in Λk(X). Choose f ∈ Un and Kn ∈ C , n ∈ N, so that
f (Kn) > n for all n ∈ N. Notice that the sequence (Kn)n∈N is infinite. We claim that
(Kn)n∈N is locally finite. Let x ∈ X and choose a neighbourhood V of x and p ∈ N
such that f (Kn) ∩ f (V )= ∅ for every n p (this is possible if f (V ) is bounded). Then
V ∩Kn = ∅ for every n p. ✷
Let us note that the proof of Proposition 2.6(c), with C ⊂ Fin(X), shows that X has the
WMOP with respect to Fin(X) if Λ(X) has the following bitopological property: Every
sequence (Un)n∈N ⊂Λ(X) of pointwise open sets such that the Un’s are dense in Λk(X),
has a non-empty intersection.
Proposition 2.7.
(a) If X has the WMOP with respect to Fin(X), then every relatively countably compact
subset of X is relatively compact.
(b) If Λp(X) is Baire then every relatively countably compact subset of X is finite.
Proof. (a) Let F be relatively countably compact subset of X. If F is not relatively
compact, then the collection {{x}: x ∈ F } is a moving off collection of X, without any
infinite locally finite subcollection.
(b) This is a consequence of Proposition 2.6(b). ✷
From Propositions 2.3 and 2.6, we obtain
Proposition 2.8. If Λk(X) is Baire, in particular if Λp(X) is Baire, then X is K-trivial.
Since Ck(X) is a dense subspace of Λk(X), we obtain:
Corollary 2.9. If Ck(X) is Baire, in particular if Cp(X) is Baire, then X is K-trivial.
Corollary 2.14 below shows that the converses of Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9 are
true at least for countable spaces in which all compact sets are finite. But this is not true
for any space. For example, the space ω1 of countable ordinals with the order topology is
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K-trivial (because locally compact) but Λk(ω1) is not Baire in view of Propositions 2.6(c)
and 2.7(a). Recall that the space X is said to be a P -space if every countable intersection
of open subsets of X is open.
Corollary 2.10. If all countable subsets of X are closed, in particular if X is a P -space,
then X is K-trivial.
Now, let us turn to the converses mentioned above of Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. To
do that we need two facts, the first of which will be also used in Section 3.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose thatX is H-trivial. Then, for every moving off collection C ⊂H(X)
and every compact family H of X, there is U ∈H such that the set {C ∈ C: U ∩C = ∅} is
infinite.
Proof. Suppose that H is a compact family and C ⊂H(X) is a moving off collection of X
not satisfying the required conclusion. Let H1 be the collection of all open sets U ∈H
such that U ∩ C = ∅ for every C ∈ C . Then H1 is a compact family. Indeed, clearly H1
is non-empty and stable with respect to supersets. Let (Ui)i∈I be a family of open sets
such that
⋃
i∈I Ui ∈H1. Then, for some finite set J1 ⊂ I , we have
⋃
i∈I1 Ui ∈H. By our
hypothesis the set C1 = {C ∈ C: (⋃i∈I1 Ui) ∩ C = ∅} is finite. Choose a finite set I2 ⊂ I
such that (
⋃
i∈I2 Ui)∩C = ∅ for each C ∈ C1. Then
⋃
i∈I1∪I2 Ui ∈H1.
Since X is H-trivial, there is C ∈ C such that X \C ∈H1; in particular (X \C)∩C = ∅,
a contradiction. ✷
Lemma 2.11 will be used in the the next result, in the particular case where H
corresponds to the set of all open sets containing a given compact subset of X. Recall
that X is said to be hemicompact if the cofinality of K(X), ordered by ⊂, is countable.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose that X is a regular hemicompact space. Then X is H-trivial if,
and only if, every moving off collection C ⊂ H(X) contains an infinite subcollection with
an open discrete expansion.
Proof. (The “only if” direction.) Suppose thatX is H-trivial and let C ⊂H(X) be a moving
off collection. Since X is hemicompact there is a pairwise disjoint sequence (Cn)n∈N ⊂ C ,
every subsequence of which is still a moving off collection. Let (Kn)n∈N be a increasing
cofinal sequence of K(X). By Lemma 2.11, for each n ∈N there are an infinite set In ⊂N
and an open set Vn containing Kn such that Vn ∩ Ck = ∅ for every k ∈ In. We may
suppose that (In)n∈N is a decreasing sequence. Choose I ⊂ N infinite such that I \ In
is finite for each n ∈N. Clearly (Cn)n∈I is a discrete family. The space X is paracompact,
thus collectionwise normal, so the family (Cn)n∈I has an open discrete expansion (see [6,
Theorem 5.1.18]). ✷
The next result is proved in [19, Theorem 8], see also [14, Theorem 5.3.8].
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Proposition 2.13. The spaceCp(X) is Baire if and only if every pairwise disjoint sequence
of finite subsets of X has a subsequence which has a discrete open expansion in X.
Corollary 2.14. Let X be a countable Tychonoff space. The following are equivalent
(i) X is K-trivial and all compact subsets of X are finite;
(ii) the space Cp(X) is Baire;
(iii) Λp(X) is Baire.
Proof. It remains to show that (i) implies (ii). This follows from Propositions 2.12
and 2.13. ✷
We will now consider some examples. We have already noticed that every Fréchet–
Urysohn fan of uncountable size is a K-trivial non-consonant space. We shall see in
Remark 3.16(3) that the unit interval [0,1], with the density topology, is K-trivial and
not consonant. Proposition 3.14 gives a countably compact space which is not Fin-trivial.
The following gives a countable K-trivial space which is not consonant.
Example 2.15. Let x be a point from βN \ N the remainder of the ˇCech–Stone
compactification of the integers. Then, since Cp(N ∪ {x}) is Baire [12, Example 7.1], by
Corollary 2.14 the subspace N ∪ {x} of βN is K-trivial. On the other hand, it is proved in
[2, Proposition 4] that N ∪ {x} is consonant only if x is a P-point of βN \ N. Thus, any
non-P-point x ∈ βN works.
To produce an example of a Fin-trivial space which is not K-trivial, we use the following
property of K-trivial spaces.
Proposition 2.16. Let f :X → Y be a continuous open and onto mapping such that
f−1(y) is compact for all y ∈ Y . If X is K-trivial, then f is compact-covering (i.e., every
compact subset of Y is the image of a compact subset of X).
Proof. Let K ⊂ Y be a compact set and suppose that there is no compact set L ⊂ X for
which K ⊂ f (L). Then the collection C = {f−1(y): ∈K} is a moving off collection of X.
Let H be the collection of all open sets U ⊂ X such that K ⊂ f (U). Then, since f is
open and K is compact, H is a compact family of X. Since X is K-trivial, there is y ∈K
such that X \ f−1(y) ∈H; that is K ⊂ f (X \ f−1(y)), which is impossible. Hence, for
some compact set L1 ⊂X, we have K ⊂ f (L1). Now, put L= L1 ∩ f−1(K); then L is a
compact subset of X and f (L)=K . ✷
Example 2.17. Let F be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. Topologize the set X = (N ×
N) ∪N ∪ {∗} as follows. All points of N×N are isolated, take as neighbourhood basis of
n ∈ N the collection {{n} ∪ {(n,m): m k}: k ∈N} and a basic neighbourhood of ∗ is of
the form {(n,m) ∈N×N: n k,m f (n)} ∪ {n ∈A: n k} ∪ {∗}, where k ∈N, f ∈NN
and A ∈ F . The space X is not K-trivial. This is because the mapping φ : X→ S, where
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S =N∪{∗} is the convergent sequence and where φ is defined by φ(n)= φ(n,m)= n and
φ(∗)= ∗, satisfies all assumptions in Proposition 2.16, but there is no compact set L⊂X
for which φ(L)= S. (It can be shown directly from Proposition 2.1 that X is not K-trivial
by considering the moving off collection {({n}×N)∪ {n}: n ∈N} and the compact family
H of all open sets U ⊂X satisfying ∗ ∈U and U ∩ ({n} ×N) = ∅ for all n ∈N.)
To show that X is Fin-trivial, let C ⊂ Fin(X) be a moving off collection and let
us show that C contains an infinite locally finite subcollection; by Proposition 2.3, this
will imply that X is Fin-trivial. Since C is a moving off family of finite sets, there
are an increasing sequence (nk)k∈N ⊂ N and a sequence (Ck)k∈N ⊂ C such that Ck ⊂
{nk + 1, . . . , nk+1} ∪ ({nk + 1, . . . , nk+1} × {1, . . . , nk+1}). Since F is an ultrafilter, there
is a subsequence (kl)l∈N of the integers such that N \⋃l∈N{nkl + 1, . . . , nkl+1} ∈ F . The
subcollection C1 = {Ckl : l ∈N} of C is clearly infinite and locally finite.
3. Prohorov spaces
Throughout this section all spaces will be regular and Hausdorff. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3
in this section exhibit two kinds of spaces having the Prohorov property, both of which
include all K-trivial spaces. It is also shown that if compact subsets of a space X are ‘nice’
(e.g., scattered, countable or finite) then, for X to be Prohorov, it suffices to suppose that X
or some simple subspaces of it are Fin-trivial; see Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 3.11.
We begin with a lemma showing how moving off collections and compact families are
related to the Prohorov property. In what follows, L is a family of compact subsets of X
such that every µ ∈ Pt (X) is inner regular with respect to L. That is, for every open set
U ⊂X
µ(U)= sup{µ(L): L ∈ L, and L⊂U}.
Lemma 3.1. Let A⊂ Pt (X). Then:
(1) A is uniformly tight if and only if for every ε > 0 and every moving off collection
C ⊂ L, there is L ∈ C such that µ(L) ε for every µ ∈A.
(2) Consider the following assertions: (a) A is compact; (b) for every ε > 0, the
collection Hε of open sets O ⊂ X such that µ(O) > 1 − ε for all µ ∈ A, is a
compact family; (c) A is relatively compact in Pτ (X).
Then (a)⇒ (b) and (b)⇒ (c).
Proof. (1) Suppose that A is uniformly tight and let C ⊂ L be a moving off collection and
ε > 0. Let K ⊂X be a compact set such that µ(X \K) ε for every µ ∈ A, and choose
L ∈ C such that L∩K = ∅. Then µ(L) ε for all µ ∈A.
Conversely, suppose that A is not uniformly tight. Then there is 0 < ε < 1 such that
infµ∈A µ(K) < 1− ε for every compact set K ⊂X. Let C be the collection of all compact
sets L ∈ L for which there is µ ∈ A with µ(L) > ε. It suffices to show that C is a moving
off collection. Let K ⊂X be a compact set. Then, there is µ ∈A such that µ(K) < 1− ε,
that is µ(X \K) > ε. Choose L ∈ L such that L⊂X \K and µ(L) > ε.
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(2) (a)⇒ (b): It is clear that Hε is stable with respect to supersets. Let (Oi)i∈I be a
family of open subsets of X such that
⋃
i∈I Oi ∈Hε . For each µ ∈ A there is a finite set
Iµ ⊂ I such that µ(⋃i∈Iµ Oi) > 1− ε. This follows immediately from the fact that µ is τ -
additive. Now, sinceA is compact, there areµ1, . . . ,µn ∈A so that, for anyµ ∈A, we have
µ(
⋃
i∈Iµj Oi) > 1− ε for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Put J =
⋃n
j=1 Iµj . Then
⋃
i∈J Oi ∈Hε .
(b) ⇒ (c): Since X is regular, it suffices to show that A is τ -smooth (see [23,
Theorem 9.2]). So, let U be an open cover of X and ε > 0. We must find a finite family
V ⊂ U such that µ(∪V) > 1 − ε for each µ ∈ A. But this follows immediately from the
fact that Hε is a compact family and ∪U ∈Hε. ✷
Let us recall the notion by Kelley of intersection numbers. For a finite sequence
(A1, . . . ,An) of sets, cal(A1, . . . ,An) is the maximum of k such that there are 1  n1 <
· · ·< nk  n with ⋂ki=1Ani = ∅. Then, the intersection number κ(A) of a family A is
κ(A)= inf{cal(A1, . . . ,An)/n: n 1, Ai ∈A
}
.
It is well known and easy to see that if µ is a probability measure and A is family of
measurable sets such that µ(A) ε > 0 for all A ∈A, then κ(A) ε.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that for every moving off collection C ⊂ L of X, for every
compact family H and every ε > 0, there is K ∈ C such that κ({K ∩ U : U ∈ H})  ε.
Then X is a Prohorov space.
Proof. Suppose that X is not Prohorov. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there are a non-empty
compact set A ⊂ Pt(X), 0 < ε < 1 and a moving off collection C ⊂ L such that
supµ∈A µ(K) > ε for every K ∈ C . Let H be the collection of all open sets U ⊂ X such
that µ(U) > 1 − 12ε for every µ ∈ A. Then by Lemma 3.1 again, H is a compact family.
For every K ∈ C there is µ ∈A such that µ(K ∩U) 12ε for all U ∈H. Thus
κ
({K ∩U : U ∈H}) 12ε for every K ∈ C.
This contradicts our assumption and completes the proof. ✷
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a space having the following property: For every moving
off collection C ⊂ L of X there is f ∈ NN such that, for any sequence (Hn)n∈N of
compact families, there are K ∈ C and U1n , . . . ,Uf (n)n ∈ Hn, n ∈ N, such that K ∩
(
⋂
n∈N
⋂
if (n) U
i
n)= ∅. Then X is a Prohorov space.
Proof. Suppose that X is not a Prohorov space. Then, as in the proof of Proposition 3.2,
there are a compact set A⊂ Pt (X), 0 < ε < 1 and a moving off collection C ⊂ L such that
supµ∈A µ(K) > ε for every K ∈ C . Choose f ∈ NN associated to C . For every n ∈ N, let
Hn be the collection of all open sets O ⊂X such that µ(O) > 1 − εf (n)2n for each µ ∈A.
Then Hn is a compact family of open sets, for every n ∈N. Choose (Uin)if (n) ⊂Hn, for
each n ∈ N, and K ∈ C so that (⋂n∈N
⋂
if (n) U
i
n) ∩K = ∅. Now, let µ ∈ A be such that
µ(K)> ε. Then, since µ(
⋂
n∈N
⋂
if (n) U
i
n) 1− ε, we obtain
1 = µ(X)= µ(K)+µ(X \K) > 1,
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which is impossible. ✷
By the note above and Lemma 2.11, every K-trivial space X satisfies the assumptions
of both Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 with L=K(X). Thus, we have
Corollary 3.4. Every K-trivial space is Prohorov.
Let Pd(X) denote the set of all discrete probability measures on X.
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a Fin-trivial space. Then every compact set in Pd(X) is uniformly
tight. If in addition all compact subsets of X are scattered, then X is Prohorov.
Proof. Take L to be the set of all finite subsets of X for the first part, and use the (well
known) fact that Pt (X)= Pd(X) for the second one. ✷
The following is a consequence of Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 2.3.
Corollary 3.6. If X has the WMOP with respect to K(X), in particular if Ck(X) is a Baire
space or if all countable subsets of X are closed, then X is a Prohorov space.
Corollary 3.7. For any set A, the corresponding Fréchet–Urysohn fan SA is a Prohorov
space.
One of the main open questions in [5,16] was whether the space of rationals is consonant
or not. By using Preiss’s theorem (the rational is not Prohorov [17]), this question was
answered negatively and independently in [1] and by D.H. Fremlin. Later, Costantini and
Watson [3] proved that every 0-dimensional separable metrizable space without isolated
points, such that every compact subset of it is countable, is not consonant. Since two
different topologies on a space may induce the same topology on a common dense
subspace, the following gives a stronger negative answer to this question.
Corollary 3.8. Every first countable space without isolated points, all compact subsets of
which are countable, is Fin-nontrivial.
Proof. It is proved by Koumoullis [11, Theorem 5.7] that every first countable Prohorov
space, in which all compact subsets are countable, is scattered. Thus, it remains to apply
Corollary 3.5. ✷
Corollary 3.5 may be compared with the result of Haydon [9, Theorem 2.4] cited in the
introduction. Spaces satisfying the assumptions of Haydon’s theorem are not necessarily
Fin-trivial, see Proposition 3.14. However, it is easy to see that in such a space X, for
every countable discrete subspace D of X and for every x ∈ X, the subspace D ∪ {x} of
X is Fin-trivial. In fact, the neighbourhood system of x in D ∪ {x} forms an ultrafilter,
thus Cp(D ∪ {x}) is Baire, equivalently D ∪ {x} is Fin-trivial; see Corollary 2.14. This
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last condition is weaker than the C∗-embedding assumption in Haydon’s theorem (see the
comment after the proof of Proposition 3.12) and, if all compact subsets of X are finite,
suffices to conclude that X is Prohorov. For the sake of completeness, we shall formulate
in Proposition 3.11 Haydon’s theorem in this manner, completing in a way Corollary 3.5.
Lemma 3.9. For every compact set A⊂ Pd(X), there is a set Y ⊂X which is a countable
union of compact subsets of X, such that µ(Y )= 1 for all µ ∈A.
Proof. For n ∈ N, let Yn be the set of all x ∈ X such that µ({x}) 1/n for some µ ∈ A.
Then µ(
⋃
n∈N Yn) = 1 for all µ ∈ A. So it suffices to prove that Yn is a compact subset
of X. Let U be an open cover of X. Since A is compact there is a finite collection V ⊂ U
such that µ(∪V) > 1 − 1/n for every µ ∈ A. Then Yn ⊂ ∪V . Indeed, if x ∈ Yn \ ∪V then
µ({x}) 1/n and µ(∪V) > 1 − 1/n for some µ ∈ A, a contradiction. The space X being
regular, this shows that Yn is a compact subset of X. ✷
The following ‘discretization’ lemma is extracted from [9].
Lemma 3.10. Let (µn)n∈N ⊂ Pτ (X) and let (Ln)n∈N be a sequence of disjoint compact
subsets of X. Then, for every ε > 0, there are a sequence (Wn)n∈N of open subsets of X,
an infinite set I ⊂N and N ∈N such that:
(i) Ln ⊂Wn for every n ∈N;
(ii) µk(
⋃
nN Wn \Ln) ε for every k ∈ I .
Proof. We follow (with a minor modification) the first part in the proof of [9, Theo-
rem 2.4]. Let F be a non-principal ultrafilter on N and, for each n ∈N, define
εn = inf
{
lim
F
µk(U): U open,Ln ⊂U
}
.
Then ε1 + · · · + εn  1, for every n ∈N. Indeed, let V1, . . . , Vn be disjoint open sets such
that Li ⊂ Vi for every i  n; then µk(V1) + · · · + µk(Vn)  1 for every k ∈ N, hence
ε1 + · · · + εn  limF µk(V1)+ · · · + limF µk(Vn)  1. Now, for each n ∈ N, choose an
open neighbourhoodUn of Ln and In ∈F such that µk(Un) < εn + 12n+1 ε for each k ∈ In.
Let N ∈N be such that ∑nN εn < 12ε and choose I ⊂ N infinite such that I \ In is finite
for all n ∈N. Finally, for every n ∈N, let Wn ⊂ Un be an open neighbourhood of Ln such
that µk(Wn \Ln) 12n ε for all k ∈ I \ In. Then µk(
⋃
nN Wn \Ln) ε for all k ∈ I . ✷
Recall that a collection C of subsets of X is said to be compact-finite in X if for every
K ∈ K(X) the set {L ∈ C: K ∩ L = ∅} is finite. The space X will be said to have the
ω-property if every countable moving off collection C ⊂ Fin(X) of X contains an infinite
collection which is compact-finite in the subspace ∪C of X. For example, if for every
countable subspace Y of X, K(Y )= Fin(Y ) or Y is contained in a hemicompact subspace
of X, then X has the ω-property.
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Proposition 3.11. Let X be a space with the ω-property, every compact subset of which is
countable. If, in addition, for every discrete countable subspace D of X and every x ∈X,
the subspace D ∪ {x} of X is Fin-trivial, then X is Prohorov.
Proof. Remark that Pt (X) = Pd(X) since all compact subsets of X are scattered. Let
A ⊂ Pt (X) be a compact set and choose by Lemma 3.9 a countable subset Y of X
such that µ(Y ) = 1 for every µ ∈ A. Suppose, by way of a contradiction, that A is not
uniformly tight. Then, by Lemma 3.1, for some ε > 0, the collection C of all finite sets
L ⊂ Y for which there is µ ∈ A such that µ(L) > ε is a moving off family of X. Put
Z = ∪C and notice that µ(Z) = 1 for all µ ∈ A. Since X has the ω-property, there is a
sequence (Ln)n∈N ⊂ C of disjoint finite sets, every subsequence of which is still a moving
off collection of Z. For each n ∈ N let µn ∈ A be so that µn(Ln) > ε. By Lemma 3.10
we may assume that D =⋃n∈NLn is a discrete subspace of X. Let {y1, y2, . . .} be an
enumeration of Z. For every n ∈ N, the subspace D ∪ {yn} of X is Fin-trivial and every
infinite subcollection of {Ln: n ∈N} is a moving off collection of D ∪ {yn}. This, with the
help of Lemma 2.11, allows us to construct by induction on n ∈N an open neighbourhood
Vn of yn and an infinite set In ⊂ N, such that Vn ∩ (⋃i∈In Li) = ∅ and In+1 ⊂ In for
all n ∈ N. Then µ(⋃n∈N Vn) = 1 for all µ ∈ A. It follows that there is n ∈ N such that
µ(
⋃
kn Vk) > 1 − ε for all µ ∈ A. Now, if i ∈ In, we obtain (
⋃
kn Vk) ∩ Li = ∅ thus
µi((
⋃
kn Vk)∪Li) > 1, a contradiction. ✷
Corollary 3.12. Let X be a space with the ω-property. If compact subsets of X are
countable and countable subspaces of X are metrizable, then X is Prohorov.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.11, since every metrizable space with a single
non-isolated point is completely metrizable, thus Fin-trivial (see Proposition 2.2). ✷
Let us observe that Proposition 3.11 applies also to all Fréchet–Urysohn fans SA. In fact,
compact subsets of SA are countable and every countable subspace of SA is hemicompact
and k-space. To give a different example we follow [12, Example 7.2]. Let p,q ∈ βN \N
be two different points and topologize the set X = N ∪ {∗} by declaring all elements of N
isolated, and by taking {A ∪ B ∪ {∗}: A ∈ p, B ∈ q} as a basis of neighbourhoods of ∗.
Then X satisfies all hypothesis of Proposition 3.11, but N is not C∗-embedded in X.
Proposition 3.13. Let X be Fin-trivial space such that every compact subset of it is finite.
Then every subspace of X is Fin-trivial.
Proof. Let Y ⊂ X be a subspace of X, H ⊂ T (Y ) a compact family and C ⊂ Fin(Y )
a moving off collection of Y . The collection H1 of all open sets U ⊂ X such that
U ∩ Y ∈ H is a compact family and, since all compact subsets of X are finite, C is
a moving off collection of X. Thus, for some C ∈ C , we have X \ C ∈ H1, that is
(X \C)∩ Y = Y \C ∈H. ✷
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Proposition 3.14.
(a) There is a Fin-nontrivial countable Prohorov subspace of βN.
(b) There is Fin-nontrivial countably compact Prohorov space.
Proof. (a) We use an argument similar to the one in [22, Proposition 10], see also [11,
Example 4.6]. Let f :βN→ [0,1] be a continuous onto mapping and let M be a closed
subset of βN\N be such that f|M :M→[0,1] is irreducible and onto. Choose a countable
{yn: n ∈N} dense subset of [0,1] and, for each n ∈N, let xn ∈M be such that f (xn)= yn.
The subspace X = {xn: n ∈ N} ∪ {x} of M , where x is a cluster point of the sequence
(xn)n∈N, is Prohorov (Proposition 3.11). Let us show that X is not Fin-trivial. Denote by
F the filter on N generated by {{k: A ∈ xk}: A ∈ x} and suppose (for a moment) that F is
meager as a subspace of the Cantor space {0,1}N. Equivalently, there is a partition (Fn)n∈N
of N by finite sets so that, for each A ∈ F , there is k ∈ N such that A ∩ Fn = ∅ for all
n k; see [21, Théorème]. Put Gn = {xk: k ∈ Fn}. Then the collection C = {Gn: n ∈ N}
is a moving off collection of X and, since limF xn = x , C has no infinite locally finite
subcollection. It follows from Corollary 2.14, or simply Lemma 2.11, that X is Fin-
nontrivial.
To show that F is meager, it suffices to prove that there is a sequence (An)n∈N of infinite
subsets of N such that for each A ∈F we have An ⊂ A for some n ∈N. For each n ∈N, let
(V np )p∈N be a neighbourhood base of yn in [0,1] and put Anp = {k ∈ N: xk ∈ f−1(V np )}.
Let A ∈ x and put A∗ = {y ∈M: A ∈ y}. Then W = [0,1] \ f (M \ A∗) is a non-empty
open subset of [0,1], so V np ⊂W for some n,p ∈N. Clearly, Anp ⊂ {k ∈N: A ∈ xk}.
(b) Take a countably compact subspace Y of βN containing the space X in (a), such that
|Y | c, and apply Propositions 3.11 and 3.13. ✷
A 1974 problem raised by Topsøe in [25] asks if every continuous open image of a
Prohorov space is again Prohorov. The following gives a negative answer to this question,
with an open compact-covering mapping, and an example of countable Prohorov space
with a single non-isolated point, which is Fin-nontrivial.
Example 3.15. For a non-principal filter F on a set I , we denote by XF = I ∪ {∗} (∗ not
in I ), the space obtained by declaring all points of I isolated and by taking as a basis of
neighbourhoods of ∗ the set {A∪ {∗}: A ∈F}. When F and G are two filters on N, denote
by F ⊗ G the filter on N×N of all A⊂ N×N such that {n ∈ N: {m ∈ N: (n,m) ∈ A} ∈
F} ∈ G.
Now, suppose that F is the Fréchet filter on N and G is the filter of density one, that is
A ∈ G if
lim
n
|A∩ {1, . . . , n}|
n
= 1.
Then XF⊗G is a Prohorov space, the mapping f :XF⊗G → XG defined by f (n,m)= n
and f (∗)= ∗, is continuous, open and compact-covering (since compact subsets of XG are
finite). But it is a well-known result of Varadarajan that XG is not Prohorov [27, p. 225]. To
show that XF⊗G is Prohorov, consider the identity mapping i :XF⊗G → SN, where SN is
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the countable Fréchet–Urysohn fan. Then i is continuous and for each compact setK ⊂ SN,
i−1(K) = K is a discrete (hence a Prohorov) subspace of XF⊗G . Since SN is Prohorov
(Corollary 3.7), it follows from [25, Theorem 6.1] that XF⊗G is Prohorov. Finally, notice
that Corollary 2.14 implies that XF⊗G is Fin-nontrivial.
The nature of the example described above is so simple that is at least surprising that
Topsøe question remained unsolved for such a long time.
Remark 3.16. (1) Every regular first countable Fin-trivial space is hereditarily Baire.
Indeed, by [4, Corollaire 3.7], a regular first countable space, which is not hereditarily
Baire, must contain a closed copy of the space of rationals. On the other hand, an easy
application of Proposition 2.1 shows that every closed subspace of a Fin-trivial space is
Fin-trivial.
(2) It is shown in [7] that if E is an infinite-dimensional Banach space with the weak
topology, or if E is the dual of a infinite-dimensional Banach space, with the weak*-
topology, then there is convergent sequence of discrete probability measures on E which
is not uniformly tight. Consequently, all these spaces are Fin-nontrivial.
(3) Corollary 3.4 improves [1, Theorem 2.2]. In fact, the proof of [1, Theorem 2.2]
actually shows that every compact set A ⊂ Pτ (X), where X is consonant, is uniformly
tight. In particular, if X is consonant then Pτ (X)= Pt (X), that is X is pre-Radon (see also
[1, Proposition 3.1]) . This last fact is not true for an arbitrary K-trivial space. Indeed, let
Y be the unit interval equipped with the the density topology and the Lebesgue measure
µ. Then Y is completely regular, µ is a τ -additive probability measure on Y and every
countable subset of Y is closed (see [10, Chapter V]). Therefore all compact subsets of
Y are finite. It follows from Corollary 2.10 that Y is K-trivial, and, since µ(K) = 0 for
every compact set K ⊂ Y , Y is not pre-Radon. The space Y is another example of a K-
trivial non-consonant space. Notice also that Y is a Prohorov space (Corollary 3.4) for
which Pt (Y ) = Pτ (Y ); the existence of a space with these properties was first proved in [9,
Example 2.5].
(4) We take this opportunity to add a remark that should have been inserted in [1]. It is
asked by Nogura and Shakhmatov in [16, Question 11.16], a question attributed to Vitolo,
if the product space Rω1 is consonant. Since Rω1 is not pre-Radon, the answer is negative.
The spaceRω1 is not pre-Radon because, as it is well known, it embeds in [0,1]ω1 as a non-
measurable subset. Therefore, the answer to [16, Question 11.15] is positive, that is ω1 is
the smallest cardinal ℵ such that Rℵ is not consonant.
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